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Lomography Babylon Kino B&W ISO 13 35 mm Film
A delicate new black and white film for detailed tender renderings.

NUANCED NOSTALGIA
The Lomography B&W Kino film family is expanding for a second 
time this year with the arrival of the Babylon Kino B&W ISO 13 
35 mm Film. Much like its namesake, this panchromatic emulsion 
is a refurbished piece of history. Coming from a roll of German 
cinematic production film, Babylon Kino B&W Film captures life’s 
most emotive moments in detailed tender renderings. Bare feet rest 
on crumpled sheets, conversations long forgotten echo in empty 
rooms, clasped hands and honest faces resonate as they recall the 
memories that move them most and blushing lovers weave their 
windswept tales of devotion. The Babylon Kino B&W Film will be 
available to preorder with a 20% discount and estimated delivery 
of July 2020.
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WHAT THE HELL IS  
LOMOGRAPHY?
Established in Vienna in 1992, The Lomographic Society 
International is a globally-active organization dedicated to 
analogue, experimental and creative photography. Through our 
constantly expanding collection of innovative films, cameras, instant 
products, lenses & photographic accessories, we’re dedicated to 
designing and producing all the photographic tools you need to 
create, capture and communicate this curious world we live in. 
Whether you’re a complete novice or a seasoned pro, we believe 
that you have the power to create something incredible. Today, 
we supply Lomographers all over the world through our Embassy 
Stores, as well as specialist photo labs, galleries, museums and 
international retail partners. Lomography is well and truly on the 
social media map with 1.5 million followers across Facebook, 
Instagram, YouTube and Twitter. Make sure you join us there and 
tag your shots with #HeyLomography for a chance to be featured!

WHO THE HELL ARE 
LOMOGRAPHERS?
Lomographers are anyone and everyone with a passion for 
photography, and a hunger for experimentation. Keen to leave 
no memory uncaptured, no story untold and no film unexposed, 
over the last 20 years the 1 million strong creative community 
of Lomographers has uploaded over 15 million photos to 
lomography.com/photos — the largest online archive of analogue 
and experimental photography in the world. Lomographers use 
innovative photography tools to stretch their imagination, learn 
new tricks at workshops, enter into Lomography competitions, 
and contribute to the Lomography magazine. Their thirst to 
travel, experiment, make mistakes, share and experience LIFE 
in all its beautiful, bizarre and bewildering glory is what makes 

Lomographers special and keeps us on our toes. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Film Type: Panchromatic Black & White

ISO: 13

Format: 35 mm 

Processing: Standard Black and White Process 

Price: 8.9 USD

Estimated delivery: July 2020

GLAMOROUS GREYSCALE
This moony-eyed monochrome is perfect for practiced 
professionals and fledgling photographers alike. Suited for  
those who like to indulge in sharp detail, low grain and subtle 
gradient transitions, the Babylon Kino B&W Film captures soft 
tonal contrast, retaining information even in super bright 
scenarios. With a high dynamic range, the Babylon Kino B&W 
Film comes into its own when shooting intimate portraits and 
soft storytelling scenes, rendering gorgeous light effects across 
candid close-ups too - the Babylon Kino B&W Film delicately 
imbues frames with nuanced nostalgia. Processable at any local 
photo lab or at home, using our development guide including  
a development chart and tips for shooting. 

THE B&W KINO FILM FAMILY
Having released the Fantôme Kino B&W Film just two weeks ago, 
we are at it again - we humbly try to serve the creative community 
with analogue delicatessens in good times and tough ones too! 
The Babylon Kino B&W Film is the fourth in our B&W Kino Film 
Family - our very special collection of multiformat monochrome 
masterpieces. Whether it’s hard-hitting high contrast or a 
sophisticated tonal spectrum you’re after, the B&W Kino Film 
Family members help you render images with timeless cinematic 
ambiance, master your mood-making skills and dive into the 
world of self-development. 


